
JCR Meeting 2.3 - 07-03-2022
Attendance: AW (President), IC (FCO), KM (VP), EW (Social Chair), JS (PGM
President),EM (JCR Chair), JW (Sports & Socs), LH (PR Officer), CL
(Outreach Chair), ZH (Librarian), DM (Communities Chair, WCS Rep), LM
(Male Welfare), MB (Stool), ML (JRO, Outreach Comm), AF (JRO), CG
(Assistant Librarian), DB  (SwD Rep), CH (LGBTQ+ Rep), JN (Local
Students’ Rep), MkA (Assistant LGBTQ+ Rep), ME (Assistant SwD Rep), BW
(Assistant WCS Rep), NH (Assistant EM Rep), BT (Trustee), JG (Finance
Comm), SB (Finance Comm), MA (Social Comm), KH (Social Comm, Welfare
Campaigns), HC (Social Comm), SB (Social Comm), SY (Environment
Comm), JR (Environment Comm), MS (Outreach Comm, Welfare Campaigns),
SL (Outreach Comm, International Comm), WS (SU Comm), NM
(International Comm), YW (International Comm), IE (International Comm), SJ
(International Comm), DS (Music Rep), SM (Bailey Wardbrobe Manager)

Apologies:   JG (Senior Welfare), TA (Female Welfare), PA (EM Rep), JWa
(PGM VP), JC (PGM Treasurer), RD (PGM Comm), FR (PGM Comm), BA
(Finance Comm), SR (Finance Comm), JF (Social Comm), SU (Feast
Manager),  JC (Social Comm), IF (Formals Manager), RP (Social Comm), IM
(Social Comm), GM (Environment Rep), EL (Environment Comm, Welfare
Campaigns), SR (Environment Comm),  AA (Environment Comm), YR
(Outreach Comm),  JV (JRO, SU Comm), AD (SU Comm), CW (Welfare
Campaigns),

Absent: TB (Facilities), ES (Assistant Int. Rep), LJ (Trans and NB Rep), NT
(Trustee), KBr (Trustee), EB (Outreach Comm), BS (Outreach Comm), JH
(Outreach Comm), AC (Campaigns Manager), SC (Year Abroad and Placement
Rep), MP (Bar Liasion), CR (Webmaster), JR (Head Frep)

Location: Bailey Bar
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Agenda:

Exec Reports

Other Reports

Motions

Gowns at Cuth’s

Cuth’s Crocheting Society

Elections

PGM President (I)

Senior Returning Officer (I)

Social Chair (I)

Female Welfare Officer (I)

Male Welfare Officer  (I)

Welfare Officer (I)

Outreach Chair (I)

Society Librarian (I)

SU Rep (I)

Summer Ball Manager (II)

Cuth’s Day Manager (II)

*Minutes Pass*
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Exec Reports
President: AW

● It has been another long term of all the normal Presidential meetings, conversations, Exec
business, emails and phone calls as you’d expect - I’ve taken no leave this term so I’m
looking forward to the holidays as I’m sure we all are.

● Spent the first weeks of term in meetings about Uni Covid rules, which are now basically
over.

● Continued to chair JCR PresComm, where we’ve been discussing topics including xxx
● I’ve been working on a project with the PVC College’s Office, SU, Independent JCR

Committee and the Uni EDI Team about improving training and support for sabbatical
officers and I’m hopeful we’ll see improved training, particularly around student activism and
management, as well as a mentor system.

● I’ve been working with the Bar Steward and Management Committee to try and make sure
the historic deal where the JCR receives ⅓ of the profits is actually recognised and honoured
(which would be transformative for our finances), and to make other improvements, such as
not losing the Frog(!!!) and selling pizzas in Back Bar.

● Helped Julian with getting a second round of the Participation Fund out - that is all now
allocated.

● Supported Emma and Sangeeta in running a fantastic Feast - huge congratulations to them for
the best Feast I’ve attended and running it so efficiently. Planning for Summer Ball and
Cuth’s Day is now underway.

● Worked with college on improving formals - we’re now running a second JCR-run formal
next week for St Patrick’s Day, get a ticket now!

● Met with the SU to discuss our legal relationship to them so we can actually keep electing SU
Reps and improve the support they give common rooms.

● Nearly finished with the plans to set up a college EDI committee, with a terms of reference
fully drafted and a funding proposal underway.

● Continued working on plans to reshuffle our use of space, including trying to find alumni
funding for a new JCR Office.

● Worked with Elena (former Pres and Association Chair) and Kirstin on planning a big Alumni
weekend in September with a recent graduates gala.

● Beginning to enact my plans to set up a mentorship program with alumni.
● Supported Ben’s work on Trustee governance, arriving at a new system of writing policies!
● Preparing for the Trustee meeting this weekend, including some work on Trustee diversity

and financial procedures. Independent JCR Committee has been a useful forum for that.
● Supported Euan, Abbie and GovComm through running all the meetings and elections this

term. I’m pleased we have candidates for every role!
● Beginning to think about a cross-campus campaign to change the University’s harmful zero

tolerance drug policy to a more beneficial harm reduction one.
● Wrote some fun weekly emails!
● Had some ideas to improve the way that reports work in JCR Meetings to improve

accountability that I’m hoping to get started with from next term.
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FCO: IC

● Helped at Feast with set-up, clean-up and performing.
● Started work on creating a proper financial procedures policy for the JCR (I.e. guidance for

how we should manage our money).
● Helped set-up and run Cuth’s Live with DS.
● Looked at ways to streamline reclaims through the website.
● Maintained our bookkeeping and prepared accounts for the upcoming full board trustee

meeting.
● Reviewed and approved this term’s round of Participation Fund applications.

Vice-President: KM

● Had to do some work for my degree this term so probably not been incredibly helpful this
term

● Handed out the first stash order with the help of MA and set up a second stash order for this
term which will be arriving next week so there will be another handout next week

● Helped select the open day reps and have designed and order the open day rep stash for the
post offer visit days

● I organised the vintage stash sale which was a huge success and raised over £400 for the
participation fund

● Still working with player layer on creating a cuth’s kit collection which should be done over
Easter

● Worked with Social Comm to pull of feast by helping with the table plan, event plans,
wristband collection, graphics, and decorating

● I have been combining through the archives looking through old minutes and charity
commission reports to find evidence of the JCR receiving ⅓ of the bar profits and trying to
establish when this stopped

● Working with AW and Elena (Alumni Association President) to organise the returners gala
and alumni weekend, I have written a budget for the gala, made graphics for the save the
dates and event in general, and looking at decorations

● Attended indy comm and have been looking at how we advertise for external trustees, looking
into options for paid adverts in newspapers and websites

● Attended and minuted a load of committee meetings including social comm, pgm comm,
communities comm, environment comm, executive comm and more

● Helping to plan the St Patrick’s day formal!!!! Passion project <3
● Told Tammi 3.50 to 4.25 was an extortionate price hike for the frog
● As always just working with AW and the rest of the JCR officers , helping out where needed

and just doing lots of things here and there

Social Chair- EW

● .I’ve been working hard on feast alongside SaU and social comm, which is now done.
Massive thanks for everyone who helped out with that!

● This week I’ve been helping AW and IF organise some upcoming and exciting formals.
● Summer Ball and Cuths Day planning is also about to kick off, so keep your eyes peeled!
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PGM President- JS

● Organised the Inter-MCR Murder mystery formal. Was a huge success, massive thanks to the
cast and crew!

● Worked with other MCR presidents to establish networks for creating Inter-MCR social
events moving forward.

● Helped with various things in the JCR such as hosting take me out and changing the wording
for formal dress codes

Senior Welfare Officer- JG

● Doing the regular drop ins, sexual health supplies and sanitary supplies
● Upgraded the sexual health supplies including a wider range of condoms and higher quality

pregnancy tests that are more accurate – head over the cuths.com to order
● SHAG week has been happening, we’ve got a lot of information to cover so we are still

posting resources (check out our resources @cuths_welfare).
● Hosted a SHAG week karaoke and a SHAG week fair which were both very successful (many

lovehoney vouchers handed out!) big shout out to Abbie and the campaigns team for all their
hard work

● Reminder there are still menstrual cups in the pigeonholes to be picked up if you haven’t
picked yours up yet!

● Received £2000 from college to get accreditation from the Good Night Out Campaign for
both bars (the accreditation being staff training for the prevention of sexual harassment and
violence). Hoping for this to be an established training that occurs every year and set a
standard that other colleges will follow

● Set up a page on the website where you can now easily send a get in touch request to speak
with a minority rep on the cuths.com website, much like the get in touch request for welfare
officers

● In the process of writing a welfare survey so keep your eyes peeled for that

S&S Chair- JW

● Went to a Team Durham meeting and voted on behalf of Cuth's for new Team Durham
president

● Allocated second round of the participation fund with Alfie, Isaac, and Euan
● Booked the team photo day for the 7th of May
● Worked out Naked Calendar profits with Isaac to send them off to Beat
● General sports and socs housekeeping

PR Officer- LH

Report not yet submitted.

Facilities Manager- TB

● Did a major headphones maintenance session pre feast - got about 250 fully working again.
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● Ran the silent disco at feast.
● Gyms are now back to full opening hours.
● Other odd jobs supporting tech events.

Outreach Chair- CL

● Thank you again to Jack and Isaac for presenting take me out
● Calais applications now closed
● Successful litter pick
● Working to reduce college food waste

Librarian- ZH

● We shut the library on Saturday for the Book Sale and raised between £350 and £400, thanks
to the Stock Managers for helping and to everyone who came!

● Working on reducing the donation pile by giving it to university departments, or colleges who
need books

● Library now has its own coffee station away from the desk, and a mug sign-out form so we
don’t lose mugs

● Planning another library social soon

JCR Chair- EM

● Chaired GovComm, which was slightly short-staffed due to elections. Huge thanks to those
who stood in for other roles, you are all amazing!

● Working on the JCR Survey with AW, hoping to get that out on Wednesday.
● Helped with participation fund.
● Early-stage planning for next term and how to best keep engagement up.

Other Reports
Communities Committee:

● The entire committee has begun to set up the EDI committee.
● SWD REP:

○ been meeting with college and university staff to try and get missed academic
commitment notification changed

○ hosted a coffee morning
○ assistant rep organised a baking session at brooks

● LGBTQ+ REP:
○ Cat attended EDI committee meetings in college, applying to the uni EDI fund to get

training for college staff and JCR members on how to be good allies to the Trans and
NB community.

○ Hosted an arts and crafts coffee morning, a joint bar crawl with Hatfield and have a
film night coming up next week. Spoke with Dr Reverend Julia Candy about how the
college can support events for students’ groups such as Iftar, talks about LGBTQ+
global issues etc.

○ Sat on welfare and welfare campaigns committee to help make SHAG week posts
inclusive.
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● WCS REP:
○ Sat on SU Comm and discussed the proposed restructuring of the Student Union

along with other things
○ Sat on Welfare Comm and Welfare Campaigns Com with Cat again to increase

inclusivity
○ Attended EDI committee meetings
○ Sat on the Communities Committee subcommittee meeting, involving talks around

inclusivity and the trustees
○ Had talks with Emma about making events more accessible to students of low-income

backgrounds, which included discussion about inclusivity when it comes to the bailey
wardrobe.

○ Had talks with Issac (FCO) about COM COM creating more funds like those of the
gender expression fund, which is to be discussed in the next Committee meeting.

○ did more stuff to do with Cuth’s Working Class Society, created a backlog of
Instagram posts that are ready to be posted when the AGM date is finally announced.

○ Elected an assistant rep!

Student Trustees
● Had a trustee communities sub-committee meeting where we discussed diversity in trustee

boards, in preparation for recruiting a new external trustee.
● Gave inductions to fully on-board our two new external trustees.
● Considering the possibility of expanding the trustee board both with external and student

trustees.
● Creating a new strategy for policies - trying to increase awareness of them in the wider JCR,

and have written a new proposed policies policy to get JCR members involved in the drafting
of policies which relate directly to them.

● Starting the process of writing a new financial procedures policy.
● Continuing to investigate moving to an external payroll provider for sabbatical officers.
● Our full board meeting is next week, don’t hesitate to get in touch if you want to find out

more about what we do - elections for three new student trustees are being run next term so
make sure to get in touch if you’re interested!
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Motions
Gowns at Cuth’s

This JCR Notes:

● Gowns are not compulsory at any of St Cuthbert’s Society’s events, are not worn at
formals, and are only worn by a minority of students for matriculation; most Cuth’s
students who purchase gowns will wear them only once during their time in Durham.

● On May 6 1974, formal dinners were, for a period, discontinued at St Cuthbert’s
Society (see p.185, Tudor) and it appears gowns were not sold by the Society after
this point.

● The college resumed selling and actively promoting gowns at the start of the
academic year 2010/11 on the decision of the Principal and against the wishes of the
JCR (see minutes of JCR meeting 19/10/10).

● St Cuthbert’s Society is currently advertised on the University’s website as being
non-gowned for formals, but the Society is often described as “gown optional” and
gowns are advertised and sold to incoming freshers by the college staff.

● A significant minority of students purchase a gown at the current cost of £55.
● Whilst many students willingly purchase gowns knowing that they will be in the

minority owning them and will likely only wear them for matriculation, a significant
number purchase a gown out of concern that they will be out of place without one or
because they mistakenly think they will need it throughout their degree.

This JCR Believes:

● Given the high cost of living in Durham, it is regrettable that so many students pay
such a high price for a gown and wish they hadn’t.

● St Cuthbert’s Society should be entirely non-gowned and the college should not sell
gowns to students.

● Gowned formals and events are inconsistent with the progressive aims of accessibility
and inclusivity we hold as a Society.

This JCR Mandates:

● The President of the Society to represent the above views to the college, to request
that St Cuthbert’s Society no longer sell or advertise gowns, and to request all
promotional material describe the Society as entirely non-gowned.

This JCR Resolves:

● To advertise St Cuthbert’s Society as non-gowned in all JCR promotional material and
to take reasonable measures to dissuade incoming freshers from purchasing gowns.

Proposer: AW

Seconder: EW
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Discussion

JS: (POI) If you buy a gown for matriculation you can't use the same for graduation - the
sleeves aren’t pointy enough

CH: If we have spare gowns is there scope to have a selection to wear at formals?

AW: We currently have about 6 gowns and we don’t currently operate a gown buy back
scheme but I think that is out of the scope of the motion. Hopefully bailey wardrobe could
take that on as the other colleges are keen to make gowns a part of that

AB: Will there be any sort of help for freshers who just bought it and a thing to sell it?

AW: If you bought a gown this year that's that - the single use of your gown has happened. I
have needed to wear a gown once in my entire time at durham,. if you bought a gown that's
that - that's the point £55 for two hours and that should be channelled to not being pro-gown

*No further questions*

*No amendments*

*No opposition*

EM calls for it to be a blind vote

Motion Passed
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Cuth’s Crocheting Society

This JCR Notes:

● Cuth’s does not currently have a crocheting society.

This JCR Believes:

● Cuth’s would benefit greatly from such a society.

● Similar to MAS and art soc, people can just get together and knit or crochet.  Share
patterns and ideas etc.

● Members of the society, including Freshers, have expressed their interest in such a
society.

● This would be a good environment for Cuth’s students, giving people the chance to
try out crocheting and knitting without having to commit to buying the equipment and
giving others just a relaxed space to be in.

This JCR Resolves:

● To establish a Cuth’s Crocheting Society (CCS) for members of St. Cuthbert’ssociety.
● To enable students to listen to crochet/knit together in a relaxed environment and

make new friends.

Proposer: LH
Seconder: MS, CL, HD, GM, JN, MA, EL, JC, CW, EB, NT, RS, DE, CP

Discussion

AB: Are there limits to what you can crochet?

CL: As long as it is kind crocheting, no bullying in crochet soc

LP: My friend GS is going to the St Patrick's day formal, can you crochet him a green tie?

CL: If crochet soc happens he can come crochet a tie

LH arrives and EM makes a silly crochet pun

CP: Is knitting allowed?

LH: Yes, motion actually mentions knitting

*No further questions*

*No amendments*

*No opposition*

Motion Passed on a General Aye
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Elections
PGM President (I)

Candidates: JS, RON

JS’s Hust:

Hello everyone! I’m Jack, a 5th year criminologist and I’m re-running to be your
Postgraduate and Mature Students Chair. Before I go into what I would like to do next year, I
want to tell you why I think I’m the right person for the job.

Firstly, I’m experienced. I have held this position for two years and before this I was cuth’s
first working-class students’ rep and a welfare campaigns manager. All of these positions
have meant that my time at Durham has been characterised by platforming the voices of
different groups of students.

I’m passionate. I have fought for PGM students to have access to accommodation, against
rising accommodation fees, improving student support amongst other issues. I have been
involved in the recruitment of senior university staff members and I sit on the university
Respect Oversight Group which oversees the implementation of the Respect commission.

I’m proactive. During COVID I have chaired MCR Prescomm, organised Inter-MCR events,
research events, two PGM freshers’ weeks and two murder mystery formals, making sure to
maintain a sense of consistency and continuity in what has been two years of uncertainty. I
have also been working with college to expand our current provision of research events
which will hopefully be coming to fruition next term.

But that’s enough about me, I have three main points for what I would like to do next year,
which are addressing the PGM divide, a focus on social events and representation in the
wider university.

PG and Mature Student divide- We are an integrated common room and although integration
has improved, there is still a divide in our community. I want Frep teams to be actively
engaged with PGM flats in freshers week and events advertised to them in good time like UG
Freshers. I would hate to think that there are PGM students who feel separated at the start of
the year and that impacts on their participation in the JCR for their time in Cuth’s. I would
also do a big push to get them to attend the first JCR meeting of term, as this will help bring
more PGM voices to this space and greater advertise how they can get involved in various
roles and committees. Research events are often mistakenly viewed as something exclusive to
PG students, so I would work with the development officer to better integrate UG students
into this space and encourage JCR officers to attend where possible. We have amazing people
and knowledge in our JCR and SCR and with these changes we can widen contribution and
use these spaces more effectively.

Social Events- The PGM Committee gets vastly different levels of applications between years
which can often leave aspects of the committee lacking if spaces aren’t filled. However,
besides a greater push to integrate PGM students, I will focus on cementing a more regular
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PGM social calendar next year. I will work with the bar, the SU and other MCRs to facilitate
bar nights e.g. pub quizzes, karaoke as well as more relaxed day events and opportunities for
networking. The events we have managed to do this year have been a big success, such as the
murder mystery formal, so with the right direction I think the JCR could provide a brilliant
schedule of events to keep PGM students coming into college. PGM students like fun too!

Representation in Durham- A large proportion of this role is dedicated to representing
students in university spaces and you need someone who is willing to hold the university to
account on the issues facing PGM students. I have a long track record of being actively
engaged in many of these conversations and I intend to continue to push for the rights of
PGM students, including ensuring access to affordable accommodation, their rights as
students with teaching responsibilities and promoting and implementing cultures of respect in
Durham. Durham is at a time of considerable change and I believe I have the skills to keep
pushing the university to make steps in the right direction.

It wouldn’t be a JCR speech without saying I Love Cuth’s and I have loved doing this role so
much I just can’t stop doing it. I hope you enjoyed my ideas and that you back me in being
your next PGM president.

Questions

ZH: Would you expand research events to alumni?

JS: The alumni association relationship has improved massively this year and I don't see why
we couldn't integrate them more into it, it seems a natural progression with the Dev officer

DB: What fun things would you want to put on?

JS: It is a two sided thing: I want PGM students to come in to college more in general with
just more regular events but more ambitiously I have been working with other mcr presidents
to do bigger social events between colleges but there could be a pg & mature students ball
across colleges

IC: If you had to choose a favourite between pg and mature students which would you
choose?

JS: I don't know if I class as a mature students now - I love them equally

AW: A big part of the role is sitting on university forums and working groups - what do you
think is the most pressing issue that only faces post graduates?

JS: I think there are two sides and it brings back to the divide: a lot of the struggles are the
same as ug’s and we are experiencing the same experiences as a student body so we should
be integrating more; sexual voilenece, accessible accomodation - these issues don’t
discriminate. But specifically the environment of teaching in the university. I know that
different departments expect different levels of engagement and people don’t realise you can
be a phd student, a jcr member, a ucu member and you're meant to be teaching but also
striking so I would work toward pressing the uni on improving conditions in work for
lectures and students specifically
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Senior Returning Officer (I)

Candidates: MB, RON

MB’s Hust:

Hello! My name is Merry (she/her) and I am running to be your next Senior Returning
Officer! I'm a 2nd Year Psychology Student and currently your JCR Stool, I’ll be a familiar
face to you if you regularly come to JCR meetings as I run the raffle!

I wanted to give you a brief overview into what I would want to do as SRO:

Encourage people to get involved. I’m keen to work with all of Cuth’s communities to
discuss how to ensure we get good representation in elections. Ideally we wouldn’t have to
push any elections back due to no candidates standing. I’d like to try to address this by
making sure all upcoming elections are directly shared with communities well in advance to
give people time to consider if they want to run for a position. Utilize Cuth’s Freshers pages
to highlight upcoming roles and stress that anyone can apply!

Run elections fairly and work with the JCR Chair to ensure that the JCR meetings are
productive, welcoming and inclusive. I understand the desire for meetings to be shorter and I
think the SRO can aid this especially in regards to questions. The Standing Orders clearly
stipulate the allotted time and number of questions so I’d adhere to those in an attempt to
ensure meetings are as productive as possible but still giving candidates and JCR members
the opportunity to be represented.

One of the main roles of the SRO is to advise potential candidates and ensures individuals
adhere to JCR election rules of which there are many! My focus here would be to make the
rules as clear and straightforward as possible and work with GovComm to discuss any further
changes we need to make.

Continue to use Cuths JCR Elections instagram page to make summaries of upcoming
elections and breakdowns of the different methods (I, II and III) to demystify the
campaigning and elections process.

Working closely with GovComm to protect Cuth’s tradition of “By Students, for Students!”

While the SRO’s domain is mainly elections they are also a member of GovComm. I can
bring the experience I have gained this year in helping to interpret our governing documents
next year. I also understand the need for careful contemplation and discussion when dealing
with election complaints (which are inevitable!) and I would work closely with GovComm to
make sure this process is fair.

Questions

AW: Should we campaign on social media is a question that comes up every year, what
would be your spin on this question

MB: My only introduction to the JCR was through online campaigning and for me it was the
way I got into this environment so I have an attachment to it and think it's important. If it’s
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not clear what the JCR is as a fresher but then you see manfiestos of your mates and friends
of friends it’s a good way to actually begin getting engaged and invovled Ultimately we are
living in a social age, I don't think we should get rid of it but there is a conversation about it
to be had about rules and restrictions

SB: How would you make sure that all students are aware of what's going on with elections
even if on a year abroad?

MB: I know it can be a worry about going on a year abroad and I think maybe utilising the
President’s email or facebook page. I would like a specific page for elections but don't want
to overwhelm with another facebook page so I think utilising other contacts like the year
abroad and placement rep and getting them to post too

IC: We can have an issue where a crucial role won't be ran for several meetings and that
leaves that area of the JCR overlooked - how would you try get people to run and avoid this?

MB: With big things there will always be people who want to run. You can feel like you're
not qualified but it's about getting involved with these committee and communities as the
members of those will know who is keen, it's about encouraging others to have those
conversations and prompt people to do it

Social Chair (I)

Candidates: OS, RON

OS’s Hust:

Hi, I’m Liv and I’m so excited to be running for social comm chair. I can’t confess that I’ve
always had an undying love for the JCR but I can say I do love cuth’s, especially the events. I
don’t think most of you know who I am but you may have seen me in the bar too much or
heard me slaughter Taylor Swift at literally any cuths karaoke event.

Since partaking in the fashion show as Sponsorship, I discovered how much I really love
organising event especially working with other people to plan such a successful charity event.
Also as fem soc social sec, I have run socials twice a term which brings me far too much joy
planning them.

So what will I actually do if I get elected.

Firstly, I want to focus on fun. I have loved the events this year but now we don’t have covid
restrictions, I would work with college to petition for more JCR run, more relaxed themed
formals. Following these formals, working to introduce post formal ents as most people go to
the bar after anyway so why not make it more of event. Also, I want to offer more events
based in brooks as currently it is the place where dreams go to die, but it is such a great social
space that serves Frogs, I think it is a waste to continue to neglect it. I would also like to
propose the idea of sponsorship to social comm to have sponsored formals. Other colleges
have successfully done this in the past and I think would be fun to introduce.
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Secondly, accessibility. A social comm run Instagram to share our events on, as well as the
usual means, to introduce the rest of the college to what social comm does, who is on it. With
my aim to run more formals that means more opportunities for formal wear.I would want to
work with the Bailey Wardrobe to increase their publicity and ensure that people are more
aware of their existence. Formal wear is stressful and with the increased number formals,
rather than the pressure of worrying about outfits, utilising Bailey wardrobe would help make
formal/balls more accessible. This is the aim of my ‘formal etiquette lessons’ which sound
more intense than what I imagined. I have watched my friends worry and feel pressured about
how to tie a bow tie countless times before black-tie event. Thus, I propose to help with
worries such as that we have just informal lessons on things such as that. To ensure no one
feels any added social pressure before big events. Cuths is a much more relaxed college, and
this is not an attempt to go against that, it is simply to help people feel more comfortable
going to these events. I also would want to work with the Head Frep to provide more exciting
sober events during freshers. No one should feel excluded by not going to a club night or a
drinking so I would want to focus on offering on a greater range of events. I would also want
to work with Welfare to find more private welfare corners and signpost more to where they
are at events.

Finally, having been on fashion comm and seen how much we can raise for charity, I would
want to offer more support to the pres of the show to help organise fundraising events,
potentially partnering with them so that they raise even more for charity.

Thanks for listening to me, I hope you like my ideas and will consider voting for me.

Questions

ZH: There is a type of person that runs for social comm - how would you make it more open,
inclusive and accessible?

OS: I think publicising more and letting people know you can just get involved, making sure
people know what the committee does

CL: If you were to put on post formal ents what would you put on?

OS: I love a bit of karaoke, so not off the cards. Other colleges have ‘bops’ so something like
that as there is such a lovely community after the formal so just anything to make the most of
that

SB: With social chair you organise the balls what fun ideas would you have for refreshers to
increase attendance?

OS: Something after the formal in refreshers, more activities in brooks bar potentially

EW: Social chair is a very time intensive role - how will you make sure your time
management skill are up to scratch

OS: I do philosophy and I have a lot of free time and fashion show definitely had peaks
where it was more time intensive. I am a lot more organised when I have things to balance
and things to do - it's the least daunting part of the role
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JS: Recently we have made things more accessible, what other accessibility measures would
you like to explore?

OS: What we have at the moment is good but the formal etiquette lessons could be a way to
increase accessibility as there is weird formal etiquette just things like tying a bow tie will
ease freshers nerves

Female Welfare Officer (I)

Candidates: MP, RON

MP’s Hust:

Hi everyone, for those of you who don’t know me, I’m Martha, I’m in first year and I study
history. I came to Durham as a fresher last year but decided to re-take the year, so here I am
for take two. I’m really excited to be running for female welfare officer, it’s something I’ve
wanted to do since being involved with the campaigns team last year, but I can promise I
haven’t made the decision to run for it lightly. I’ve seen just how important welfare is within
college and understand the responsibility that comes with upkeeping this. However, I do think
I’m really well suited to the role and I believe I can commit to it alongside my degree. I
personally know what it’s like to struggle with mental illness whilst at university, and also
what a difference having the right support makes. I’ve accessed the disability service myself
so know about the support systems students can access and would be keen to work with the
disability reps to ensure all of the information is clearly available to those students it applies
to. Due to my own experiences, I feel I am naturally someone who can empathise and
connect with others and do so compassionately. It matters a lot to me that people feel they can
come to drop-ins and trust that it is a safe, non-judgemental space where they can share
what’s been going on for them with someone who genuinely cares and wants to listen. I think
drop-ins have the potential to be a really important resource for people who are struggling –
in whatever way that may be – even if it’s just to meet a friendly face for a cup of tea and a
biscuit on a day that feels a bit too much. I’ve written the main ideas I have for the role in my
manifesto so I encourage you to read that if you’re interested, but I’ll share a few of them
now whilst I have the time:

Different colour frep t-shirt for welfare reps so they are easily identifiable. Important for
freshers especially to know who welfare are from the beginning so they go into the year
aware of some of the support options available to them.

‘Meet the team’ Instagram posts (saved as highlights) as well as campaigns graphics so
people always have access to information about drop-ins and who they would see there if
they were to go to reduce how daunting it might be.

Continue to establish alternative drop-ins with other colleges to promote anonymity
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Distribute positive mental health supplies as well as all of the sexual health and period
supplies (very much including menstrual cups which I think was a fab idea), such as self-care
strategy booklets and wall postcards to boost the presence of welfare and widen its reach.

Questions

KM: What is one of your personal attributes that makes you suited to the role of a welfare
officer?

MP: I think having been through mental health struggles that is what I think makes me suited,
I can understand what it is to struggle at uni and make people feel safe and trust me

CL: Running for a welfare role you are a naturally empathetic person, how will you set
boundaries and stop getting overwhelmed?

MP: Hopefully through training and knowing what struggles need to be moved onto other
people, signpost to relevant people and rely on the team

JS: Describe in three words what Cuth’s welfare should be

MP: Open, accessible and friendly

LM: How would you make drops in more accessible

MP: I think mostly if no one has met the welfare reps no one just knows of name so maybe a
photo of the officers when advertising drop ins, make them very present in freshers week so
they are clearly known

Male Welfare Officer  (I)

Candidates: DM, RON

DM’s Hust:

Look who it is again, you must be getting bloody sick of me at this point. My names Dan
Mercer I’m a first-year maths and philosophy student and obviously as I’m here I’m running
for the role of male welfare officer. Welfare is something here at cuths which from the get-go
this year I wanted to get involved in, I always felt as if it’s what really fit me as a person here
at cuths whether that be because im the person walking people home when they've had 'too
much fun' at Osbornes or just being someone to talk to.  Along my journey falling down the
rabbit hole which we all call the JCR, I’ve ran in too many elections and been lucky enough
to be elected as your working-class student’s representative and ended up as this terms chair
of communities committee and had the pleasure of sitting on the Exec meetings through it. I
think as a person my work this year speaks for itself, from a taking a role which has been
practically didn’t have a presence, to one where I’ve started back up a society and brought its
presence on to committees like welfare, SU and soon to be social comm. Through this
experience I’ve I feel as if I’ve really gained a thorough understanding of the operations of
the JCR. So at this point you might be wondering why I should be the next male welfare
officer, well id love to tell ya! If I’m lucky enough to be elected in this role, I truly believe
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that I understand its signposting aspect, being able to carry out the work needed to signpost
students who need it while at the same time not being too overbearing and falling into the
danger of giving out misinformed and dangerous advice this coming year with the
introduction of the new welfare officer and the minorty reps being ‘drop in’ trained allows for
a comfortable position for me to carry out this aspect appropriately. Furthermore, I want to
quickly run you through some of the ideas I have for upcoming campaigns; obviously I
would love to make a push for the classless cuths campaign pushing for an intersectional
conversation about the realities of being from a lower-class background at Durham and in
Cuths. The next one I would love to touch on something I feel has been looked over in the
past, that being a campaign following what it is like to be a first-generation student at
university, tying nicely into the Classless cuths campaign I want to hold conversations about
what it means to not have a family which understands what being university is like from their
perspective. And finally, I would love to utilise this platform to push for an easy money talk, I
would love to make drop ins a more accessible platform for people to come to the welfare
team and have conversations about budgeting. I feel as if this as a wider issue would gain
drop ins more scope and allow welfare to be utilised even further. So I hope you enjoyed
what you’ve listened to and hopefully we can get welfare into a more proactive place.

Questions

KM: What is one of your personal attributes that makes you suited to the role of a welfare
officer?

DM: As WCS Rep I am very open to other voices and I would integrate it into everything I
do like I do as chair of communities committee

JS: Describe in three words what Cuth’s welfare should be

DM: Proactive not reactive

IC: On an individual level you can’t be expected to be welfare officer 24/7 like at an event -
how would you communicate clear boundaries and maintain conduct?

DM: Conduct of welfare officer has the requirement not to be an arsehole but if you're at a
ball and another college are welfare then advertisement for that is key but just not being a
prick and guide them to the welfare officers on call

AW: One of the big talking point across college welfare is tendency to lean towards ‘sunshine
and rainbows’ welfare which puts people off from going to welfare and that can affect mens
engagement with welfare so what are your views on that?

DM: Welfare has the capacity to be there but you don't want it to be solely just oh you'll be
okay, you want the proactive side of things like budeting which affects all students and that
will help eliminate worries and stresses
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Welfare Officer (I)

Candidates: MS, RON

MS’s Hust:

Hello everyone, I’m Matilda, and I’m currently in first year studying  politics, geography and
sociology, and i would really love to be your  welfare officer next year.

ive got involved in the jcr as soon as i could, and had read the standing  orders and constitution
months before move in day just because of  much i loved the idea of the jcr and how excited i was to
be a part of  it

im currently on the welfare campaigns team, so I’ve been working  with the current welfare officers
and have been able to watch and  learn how welfare is run.

last term, welfare campaigns team chose my idea of a financial literacy  campaign which is something
I’m really proud of.

I’m also on outreach committee, and have helped plan and run many  of our big events, including the
12 days silent disco, take me out, and  bertie’s bingo

i sincerely believe that through my work on both of these committees  I’ve proved to cuths that I’m
hard working, enthusiastic, and  dedicated, and always keep going right to when the last chair has
been put back and the dining hall has been mopped.

-I think that welfare at cuths is already fantastic, but i want to be your  officer because i believe that i
have the ideas and the drive to make it  even better

-firstly, i want to increase the amount of anonymity given to those  seeking support, as i know this can
be a major obstacle.

I would do this by increasing the number of drop in swaps with other  colleges, and also by running an
anonymous Q&A service

-secondly, i want to increase the presence of the welfare officers to  make sure that incoming freshers
know exactly who they are and what  they do.

I would like to increase the social media presence, and put up photos  of the officers in first year
accommodation. I would also like to put  welfare signposting information in all first year kitchens and
corridors  in addition to the information that college puts up.

-I also think its extremely important to continue the good work that  welfare is doing to make cuth’s
inclusive to everyone, and i would  take this responsibility very seriously going ahead.

I would period products and sanitary bins in all college bathrooms, not  just the female ones, and by
making pronoun badges freely accessible  all year long.

I would also make sure that all welfare resources had plain text  versions to increase accessibility.

-in terms of campaigns, i would like to increase the presence of the  pre-exisiting housing support, by
giving resources earlier in term and  by hosting find a housemate socials.

I also think its important to share first aid resources with everyone, as  that is something that has come
up a few times in my first year so far.
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If you like what you’ve heard, i would love nothing more than to you  have your vote, and I would be
honoured to have the chance to give  back to the cuths community, who have given so much to me.

Questions:

KM: What is one of your personal attributes that makes you suited to the role of a welfare
officer?

MS: I am not a very empathetic person, I am not empathetic but I am compassionate and that
will allow me to put boundaries in place and make sure i am ok and others are too - empathy
without boundaries is destructive

JS: Describe in three words what Cuth’s welfare should be

MS: Organised, kind, and clear

Outreach Chair (I)

Candidates: ML, RON

ML’s Hust:

Hi I’m Molly, First year Biology student, and I’m very excited to be running for outreach
chair for 2022/23. Since joining Cuths I have loved being involved in the JCR

● Outreach committee – 12 days of outreach, litter pick, Cuth’s take me out
● JRO on GovComm
● Before joining outreach I wasn’t sure what it was all about, however really wanted to

get involved in as much as possible so signed up
● Having seen and been involved in outreach this year I have seen the incredible work

that they do in the JCR and beyond I have developed a great love for outreach in
Cuths, and want to take it further next year

● 12 days of outreach to Cuths take me out, and having experienced their positive
impact first hand I would like a more involved role next year in organising them and
making them even more of a success

● I want to introduce more local volunteering opportunities for students, with
volunteering afternoons for people in wider Cuth’s community, not just on the
Outreach committee

● For people not wanting to commit so much time, want them to get involved in
outreach through participation in sports and socs

● Fundraising challenges between societies to raise more money and allow people to
fundraise without having to go to all of the JCR events

● Work with other colleges to effectively collaborate and have a bigger impact on
projects within Durham

● Increase promotion of Individual and group outreach efforts in Cuths by utilising
social media channels more effectively, show what everyone in Cuth’s is doing for
Outreach within and outside of Durham
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● Create an outreach suggestions forum that allows more people to have a say in the
committee without needing to commit to being a member for the whole year.

Questions

DB: What do you think are some important projects to reduce divide in local community?

ML: It's so important to get students involved with local charities and continue our work this
year with the relationships we have started to build, we have framda and I would like to do
something similar with sport, start on reducing food waste in college and now covid isn't an
issue I think we can start doing that

CL: Outreach is one of those things you can let passion override, how would you manage
yourself with the amount of ideas?

ML: It's better to focus your attention on a few good things rather than going wide and not
being so successful. I think we have done a good job at that this year and keeping it so it's
there and available but not overwhelming. Listening to other ideas from the committee and
creating a plan and goals at the beginning would be a way I do this

LH: What is your favourite charity?

ML: I dont have one I love all charity!

JS: Cuth’s take me out was a big success what tv show is next

ML: I love countdown

Society Librarian (I)

Candidates: JN, CG, RON

JN’s Hust:

Look who it is again, you must be getting bloody sick of me at this point. My names Dan
Mercer I’m a first-year maths and philosophy student and obviously as I’m here I’m running
for the role of male welfare officer. Welfare is something here at cuths which from the get-go
this year I wanted to get involved in, I always felt as if it’s what really fit me as a person here
at cuths whether that be because im the person walking people home when they've had 'too
much fun' at Osbornes or just being someone to talk to.  Along my journey falling down the
rabbit hole which we all call the JCR, I’ve ran in too many elections and been lucky enough
to be elected as your working-class student’s representative and ended up as this terms chair
of communities committee and had the pleasure of sitting on the Exec meetings through it. I
think as a person my work this year speaks for itself, from a taking a role which has been
practically didn’t have a presence, to one where I’ve started back up a society and brought its
presence on to committees like welfare, SU and soon to be social comm. Through this
experience I’ve I feel as if I’ve really gained a thorough understanding of the operations of
the JCR. So at this point you might be wondering why I should be the next male welfare
officer, well id love to tell ya! If I’m lucky enough to be elected in this role, I truly believe
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that I understand its signposting aspect, being able to carry out the work needed to signpost
students who need it while at the same time not being too overbearing and falling into the
danger of giving out misinformed and dangerous advice this coming year with the
introduction of the new welfare officer and the minorty reps being ‘drop in’ trained allows for
a comfortable position for me to carry out this aspect appropriately. Furthermore, I want to
quickly run you through some of the ideas I have for upcoming campaigns; obviously I
would love to make a push for the classless cuths campaign pushing for an intersectional
conversation about the realities of being from a lower-class background at Durham and in
Cuths. The next one I would love to touch on something I feel has been looked over in the
past, that being a campaign following what it is like to be a first-generation student at
university, tying nicely into the Classless cuths campaign I want to hold conversations about
what it means to not have a family which understands what being university is like from their
perspective. And finally, I would love to utilise this platform to push for an easy money talk, I
would love to make drop ins a more accessible platform for people to come to the welfare
team and have conversations about budgeting. I feel as if this as a wider issue would gain
drop ins more scope and allow welfare to be utilised even further. So I hope you enjoyed
what you’ve listened to and hopefully we can get welfare into a more proactive place.

CG’s Hust:

Hello, my name is CatherineI'm your current assistant librarian, stock manager and library
enthusiast and I would love to be your next librarian.I think Cuth’s library is an enjoyable and
peaceful atmosphere to work in, I want to continue this I am passionate about prioritising
students’ wellbeing, including all students in the experience of the library and making an
effective study space.

Experience

● I have vital experience surrounding the role as I’m the current assistant librarian.
● I am familiar with the running of the library. I have been catalogued trained, I’ve run

book club this year, I have planned library socials and helped run the social media
accounts

● I am also a stock manager, so I’m experienced with an organisational role, I help keep
the printer ink full, ensure all the library needs are met and importantly keep up the
biscuit stock.

● My life outside Durham revolves around libraries, I was a library perfect in school
and I am currently working at a library at home, both have given me transferable
skills to be a librarian.

● Most importantly, both roles included taking feedback from library users and updating
the library to meet users’ needs.

● In school, I organised the rota for those who worked in the library and worked on a
campaign to improve students’ mental
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● I am being trained to catalogue and update electronic journals and eBooks and train
new members of staff

● I am involved in the welfare campaign team, I am social media manager and treasurer
for DU Irish Society, meaning I have experience in handling and making decisions
with money

Plans

● I want to make the library community and connect students to the Cuth’s community.
● I Will make a guide to the library, especially for freshers. The information is all out

there but it would be great if it was all in one place, from all things such as the door
code to how to use the printer.

● I want to create more events for students, such as bar crawls or guest speakers
● I want to create a suggestion box and an area for students to suggest books or authors,

It is a cheap and simple method to ensure a student-focused approach to the delivery
of library

● I will keep students updated on what's going on in the library from current biscuit
selections to bigger admin things like new books via social media

● I want to work with different committees such as welfare or outreach to place
information or society events within the library, the library is utilised by everyone for
study or a front door, so why not make it an epicentre of information for Cuths.

● I want to work with societies such as LGBTQ plus society or even sports to see what
books or journals we can order in to benefit their members.

● I want to utilise the library as a hub for information, I will do this by subscribing to
journals, magazines and more that engage directly with different courses

● I want to make the computer and conference just as effective as the main library
● I will create a Zoning of study areas to allow group study areas/support sessions /

quiet areas.
● Unfortunately, the reading room is still under room capacity, but when it lifts, I am

eager to create a space for study or a place to take a breather
● the library continues to run smoothly, whilst encouraging students to get involved and

come to the library for academic needs and personal enjoyment
● I’ve loved being your assistant librarian, I think I have the overall experience, passion,

admin, and organisational skills to make the library a great place and be your next
librarian

Questions

ZH: One of the biggest thing is managing volunteers and making sure they show up to shift
how would you manage that?

CG: I know that there have been times this year and it is frustrating and I think we should
take into consideration where people live and things like whether you are a morning or night
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time person. I want to put a google form so that shifts can be changed mid term and I think it
is important to be a bit strict if people repeatedly don't turn up

JN: Obviously when you do the rota you can't do one for the entire term but maybe one every
three weeks would give the option to change shifts but I would be around I live close and ask
people to change shift if it happens to often and emphasise that at the induction

SM: If you could put yourself in any book series what one would you choose?

JN: Lord of the rings -  be a hobbit, eat lunch four times a day

CG: I like the challenge of a maze runner - I like a challenge

AW: The refounders computer room is something we have been wanting to get onto but there
is a lot of college umming and ahhing so what are your thoughts what would you do

CG: First year I didn't know we even had the refounders computer room and only found out
as stock manager and still didn't believe it. Signposting for freshers: it’simportant to actively
post on social media as a reminder, signpost better at brooks and parsons in general, and
maybe make a rota for stock managers so its not forgotten about

JN: Some form of decoration would be nice and I would like to implement a system there
where people can drop off books and ensure stock manager keep it stocked with ink

IC: Big drive to invest in facilities this year and so how would you have the JCR spend
money to improve the library spaces?

JN: I know the library will have new furniture soon, new desks in reading room, more
computers than four, constant stock of ink and more decor in conference room

CG: It is important to put emphasis on the practicality of a library so maybe rearrange the
rooms to facilitate group study with things like whiteboards. I have been researching subjects
which need subscriptions to journals and I think it's good to get things like that before
decoration as then it will be an effective study space - decoration if there's money left over

SU Rep (I)

Candidates: MA, RON

Hi everyone, as you probably know, I am MK and I’m a first-year music student and I use
they/them pronouns.

I am your current assistant LGBTQ+ rep and would love to be your next SU rep

This will be the first year where SU is separate to PR so it will be great to dedicate more time
to SU issues and to housing,

For the SU

I want to ensure the communication is clear and concise between SU and JCR
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I want to encourage Minority reps and assistants to come to SU comm

I would like to make a larger SU campaign linkning with Students for a Sensible Drug Policy
to get rid of the unis no-tolerance drug policy and encourage a health based and harm
reduction policy.

The assemblies are becoming more frequent, and I would want to be able to make sure that
all the information that is coming from the SU is presented to cuths in an interesting way
whether that be via social media or newsletter.

More on that, I would want to contact students to find out how they want to hear about SU
issues and discussions.

For housing

I want to run housing talks earlier and more often and possibly run drop ins with welfare that
are housing specific

I want to emphasise and update the Take Time to Sign campaign and ensure that students are
making informed decisions about where and who they are living with.

I want to ensure that students know that there is a chance to live in college past first year
earlier and I want to distribute info on alternate living situations rather than the standard
living situations

I want to make sure that liver-out freshers feel like they belong in Cuths and can be
represented, and I want to ensure that 2nd and 3rd years feel like they are still being engaged
in college and the JCR.

Questions

IC: In the past it has been common for JCR and SU relations to be tense, how would you
work on this relationship?

MA: It is important to have a relationship and communication with SU officers and to just
ensure I am representing the views of cuth’s and not mine: that's the benefit of SU comm so
they can keep me in line in case I become a fascist

LH: SU rep has to deal with heavy topics and people hate you just because you are an SU rep
and SU reps aren't fun people so how would you deal with these topics, people, and taking
care of yourself?

MA: I come from Northern Ireland and it can be difficult to discuss heavy topics with people
you don't really know very well. I always take time to listen to others and stay level headed. I
have become good at knowing when to take a step back, try understand where people are
coming from and then respond so ensureing communication and respect is there

DS: What is the main thing you would like to implement as SU rep in Cuth’s?

MA: Take time to sign campaign has not been updated in a few years and so I would like to
update it and distribute it across colleges and ensure the information is clear and concise
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JS: What do you think in terms of our working relationship with the SU, what is one thing SU
doesn't do well and something common rooms don't do well

MA: SU can be on a high horse and think they are the voice of students in all of durham so I
think they need to understand they need common rooms to be representative. Common rooms
need to communicate better with the SU

NH: How would you implement better communication with the SU?

MA: I think the connection with the officers in the SU is important, I know some people who
have been elected and that is something I can build upon and with the other SU reps just
getting to know them and make the effort to talk to them

Summer Ball Manager (II)

Candidates: SB, LD, RON

SB’s Hust:

- I am a second year and I have been on social comm for two years and
- I understand how balls are ran, I was Michaelmas ball manager and
- With the nature of having it at the start of the year I had a lot of help from social chair

and pres but I now understand and would be able to take on a lot more responsibility
- With my theme it would be enchanted forest, quite different from other themes this

year: flower crowns, face paints, corsages, rides like swings and an archway of
flowers and a carousel and that kind of vibe

LD’s Hust:

- I am first year studying psychology
- my idea is cuths down the rabbit hole big fun house mirrors- flamingos on the lawns,

croquet, old clocks watches and the teacups rides, live psychedelic band, distorted
photos and maybe even a drag queen

JS: Whya re you suited to the role?

SB: I have the experience in this role and I think my previous experience with new ideas
would fit best. No one but fourth years has been to summer ball and I want to make it as big
as possible

LD: I am really really passionate about this role and have had previous experience in
organising events and live entertainment

SM: How does your theme stand out?
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LD: It is really distinct with a lot of legs, when you look at the facebook photos I want to be
able to tell exactly what the theme is and it's quite an iconic theme everyone knows Alice in
Wonderland

SB: I’ll go based off this year, michaelmas was sleek and elegant - vegas vibes and the disco
was very party and glitter, I think enchanted garden and forest gives a more pretty and soft
vibe which is a strong distinction from the other two and the theme is broad enough to move
with ents and things like that as a too specific theme can narrow it down too much

DS: With regards to music how would you make it fit the theme?

SB: With balls in general you have to have things people can dance to, DJ’s, the Quays and
play music everyone can dance to. With my theme a string quartet would fit the ethereal vibe

LD: Music scene in durham is diverse and I would like variety - maybe get the doors kind of
vibe to fit the theme and then later get things people can sing and dance to with silent
disco-esque style music

LD elected

Cuth’s Day Manager (II)

Candidates:

KH’s Hust:

- I am a second year law student and am on social comm and
- I think the experience is important as working with a lot of different groups like

welfare and bar and ensuring communication is clear because it is in exam season and
that will make it more enjoyable.

- I would like to do summer of love theme and that its broad enough to build on it with
rides and food and think it can be accessible as an in college event and a fun event as
the first one for a lot of people

IE’s Hust:

- I was on social comm last year and international comm this year
- I would like a mardi gras/euphoria theme with like candy floss and a ferris wheel and

face paint and masks and if we can so a silent disco at night
- maybe even get a brunch the next day if it's at 6am

Questions:

SM: If you had to describe you theme in three words

IE: Colourful, exciting and fun

KH: Relaxed, inclusive and festive
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AW: Format is qute fixed with music 11-11, you get a free shirt and there's a theme drink and
so it can be hard to carry through the theme so how do you see your theme translating to a
day festival?

KH: Summer of love is so broad there's a lot we can do with decor and shirts, 60s music.
Cuth’s day is very Cuth’s driven so I think the theme allows us to incorporate Cuth’s through
angels and the frog. From social comm I know the graphics and things like that are important
to carry through for the theme

IE: The balloons and flamingos last year made the theme shine through last year and I think it
could be cool with ents to reflect the theme and inside the bar. I think the activities can help
and I know it's a long day but it’s achievable

IC: Cuth’s day music is  normally is finished with a cover artist - who would you pick?

IE: May not be fully on theme but go with classics and popular artists - maybe lady gaga or
maybe Olivia Rodrigo

KH: I think I would ask the music reps, I kind of think The Beatles for summer of love but
not sure if they are quite the end of the night vibe as you want someone incredibly well
known for the end of the night

*Meeting Adjourned*
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